Meaning(s), Synonyms, Related Words, Analogy

Antonym(s)

Word
reproach ®

1.
2.

v. [to blame someone for a fault so as to make him feel
ashamed] reprove; chide; condemn
n. [shame or disgrace] ignominy

Related words:
irreproachable: adj. above reproach; without any blame
culpable and impeachable which mean deserving blame are
antonyms of irreproachable
Analogy: irreproachable : blame :: irresponsible : restraint
reprobate ®

n. [a morally unprincipled person] miscreant; wretch; pervert;
degenerate
Analogy: reprobate : misbehave :: sycophant : fawn

repudiate ®

1.
2.
3.

repugnance

n. [extreme dislike] revulsion; disgust; loathing; deep aversion

[to cast off or disown] renounce; disinherit
[to refuse to accept or pay] demur; decline
[to deny any knowledge or validity of] retract; repeal;
revoke

1.
2.

uphold; espouse
accept

love; affinity

Analogy:
odious : repugnance :: menacing : fear
repugnant : repel :: cogent : convince
reputed

adj. [know as or regarded as] supposed; alleged; putative;
presumed; purported

rescind ®

v. [to repeal or cancel (a law, order, etc.)] revoke; repeal;
abolish; abrogate; annul; countermand

reserve

1.
2.
3.
4.

resolution ®

institute; enact; establish

n.[formality and correctness in manner] modesty
n. [the trait of being uncommunicative] reticence; loquacity
n. [keeping one’s thoughts, feelings, etc. to oneself] selfrestraint
v. [set aside for future use or emergency]

n. [determination] resolve; resoluteness; perseverance;
tenacity; fortitude. Adj. resolute

vacillation

Analogy:
resolute : dissuade :: obstreperous : control
resolute : sway :: indubitable : questioned
resolve ®

n. [determination] resolution; determination; resoluteness. also
v.

vacillation

resonant

adj. [resounding] reverberating; sonorous; booming

muffled

Analogy: resonant : sound :: full-bodied : flavor
respiration

n. [a single complete cycle of breathing and out] breathing
Related Words:
inhalation: n. the act of drawing air into the lungs
exhalation: n. the act of expelling air from the lungs; expiration

restive

1.
2.

adj. [nervous or impatient because of pressure or restraint]
fidgety; jittery; nervy; uptight
adj. [hard to control; stubborn] unruly; refractory; balky
(restive horses)

Analogy:
restive : calm :: piddling :considerable
restive : calmness :: incogitant : thoughtfulness
restive : calmness :: impetuous : patience

1.

imperturbable; calm;
contented

